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Abstract. In investigative learning with Web resources, learners need to define
the relationship between the topic and sub-topics through the creation of
learning scenario. However, the Web space is not well-structured for learning. It
is accordingly difficult for the learners to construct a learning scenario by
themselves. The main purpose of this paper is to build up Micro Web inheriting
the characteristics of the Web, which involves automatic generation of learning
scenario by means of DBpedia Japanese as Linked Open Data (LOD) for
Wikipedia. Such generated scenario enables an adaptive support for the learning
scenario creation.
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1 Introduction

On the Web, there are currently a great number and variety of existing information
resources suitable for learning. These Web resources allow learners to investigate any
topics to learn, which would promote learning in a wider, deeper, and timely way [1, 2].
Such investigative learning involves navigating the Web pages in the resources to con-
struct knowledge about a topic investigated. In recent years, investigative learning with
Web resources has been introduced into primary and secondary education classes [3].

In the investigative learning process with Web resources, the learners need to
reconstruct the contents to be learned by themselves since most Web resources are not
well structured for learning. In addition, these resources do not always provide a
learning scenario indicating the topics and the sequences to be learned. It is accordingly
necessary for the learners to create their own learning scenario while investigating
learning process. In investigating a topic with Web resources, the learners are expected
not only to integrate and construct knowledge learned at each resource, but also to find
out related topics to be further investigated that can be viewed as the sub-topics. In this
way, investigative learning process involves decomposing the topic into the sub-topics,
which is regarded as creating a learning scenario. Such topic decomposition would
make the investigative learning process more structured. However, it is not so easy for
the learners to conduct the topic decomposition concurrent with the navigation and
knowledge construction process.
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We have accordingly developed a system called interactive learning scenario
builder on iPad (iLSB-tablet for short), which scaffolds learning scenario creation.
iLSB-tablet follows the model of Web-based investigative learning we have built
up. This model expects learners to search for Web resources with search engine to
navigate the Web pages and construct knowledge and to create a learning scenario. The
results of the case study with iLSB-tablet suggest that the learning scenario creation can
be promoted while investigative learning process, and also that it is not so easy for the
learners to create more proper scenario by themselves.

The main issue addressed in this paper is how to help learners create a proper
learning scenario. Our approach to this issue is to design a micro-Web, which is a
micro-world for the Web. The micro-Web provides learners with a scaffold for their
investigative learning where they can be supported by means of a scenario suitable for
learning a topic. It also prepares a limited number and kinds of Web resources related
to the topic. A challenge in this work is how to generate such learning scenario from
the unstructured hyperspace provided on the Web.

In this paper, we propose a promising method of the learning scenario generation
with Linked Open Data (LOD for short) of Wikipedia, which is provided by DBpedia
Japanese. It is possible to use SPARQL queries to get the data (or keywords) linked to a
topic, which are found in the Wikipedia pages. The procedure of generating a learning
scenario involves the following four steps. In the first step, an instructor is expected to
select an initial topic and its related topics to provide a topic set involving the related
topics. The second step is to generate a SPARQL query with the initial topic to obtain
the related data that includes a lot of related keywords. The third step is to extract the
topics commonly included in the obtained data and the topic set, which correspond to
the sub-topics. In the fourth step, the part-of link between the initial topic and each
sub-topic is generated. Generating the SPARQL query with each sub-topic and
repeating from the second step to the fourth step, a learning scenario is automatically
generated.

This paper also describes a case study with the learning scenario generation, which
involves several trials of generating scenarios for learning different topics. The results
would suggest its effectiveness. In addition, we will discusses how to build up the
micro-Web involving the learning scenario generation in detail, and how to use
iLSB-tablet on the Micro-Web.

2 Model of Web-Based Investigative Learning

Let us first introduce the model of Web-based investigative learning proposed in our
previous work [4]. As shown in Fig. 1, this model includes three phases, which are
phase of search for Web resources, navigational learning phase, and phase of learning
scenario building.

In the phase of search for Web resources, learners would use the search engine such
as Google with a keyword (called topic keyword) that represents an initial topic, and
explore the Web resources. In the navigational learning phase, the learners would
navigate across the Web resources to investigate the topic and learn the contents of the
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Web resources. Such navigational learning involves constructing knowledge that they
have learned from the Web resources.

In the phase of learning scenario building, the learners would find out related topics
from their knowledge constructed, which can be considered as sub-topics of the initial
topic. They would build the learning scenario by decomposing the topic into sub-topics
and relating the topic and the sub-topics. The learning scenario building is continued
until the topic decomposition does not occur anymore.

3 Learning Scenario Generation for Micro-Web

This paper proposes an automatic method to generate a learning scenario for the
Micro-Web. Toward building the Micro-Web from the unstructured Web, we use LOD
of Wikipedia presented by DBpedia Japanese.

3.1 Micro-Web

The Micro-Web is viewed as a micro-world [5] for the Web. It provides learners with a
scaffold for their investigative learning where they can be supported by means of a
scenario suitable for learning a topic. The Micro-Web could also include unstructured
and unreliable Web resources in addition to the ones useful for learning.

In general, the learners have difficulties in finding out the resources necessary for
investigating the topic because of the enormous ones on the Web, and often finish
learning with insufficient knowledge. In contrast, the Micro-Web allows an instructor

Fig. 1. Model of Web-based investigative learning
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to beforehand restrict the number of Web resources. The instructor is also allowed to
choose the sub-topics to assume the learning scenario that the learners should follow in
investigating the topic. The learners are accordingly allowed to construct their
knowledge appropriate to the topic.

In this way, the Micro-Web provides learners with a structured micro-world for the
Web, which includes the Web resources useful for their investigative learning process.

3.2 Learning Scenario Generation with LOD of Wikipedia

Our approach to automatic generation of learning scenario is to use LOD of Wikipedia
provided by DBpedia.

– Linked Open Data (LOD)

LOD provides the method to publish and share the data on the Web, and link the data
each other to represent Web information. It is generally under the open license.

Representative LOD services include DBpedia and Freebase [6]. In this work, we
use DBpedia Japanese [7] presented by the national information science research
institute [8]. This LOD processes the data of Japanese Wikipedia such as infobox,
category information, images, geographical coordinate, and links to the outside Web
pages. Such information is structured and converted into linked data, which is also
represented with RDF (Resource Description Framework). RDF is a machine-readable
data model for describing the Web information. In RDF, data is described by means of
triplet form such as subject-predicate-object. More specifically, it means resource (as
subject), property (as predicate), and resources (as object). The RDF triplets describing
the data in LOD is obtained with query language SPARQL [9].

Figure 2 shows an example of RDF triplet description. This triplet describes a
property “wikiPageWikiLink” of DBpedia Japanese as the predicate in a resource of
“Global Warming” as the subject, and describes a resource of “Kyoto Protocol” as the
object. The property “wikiPageWikiLink” means the link from a certain Wikipage to
different one [10]. In this triplet, the predicate means that there is a link from the
resource “Global Warming” to the resource “Kyoto Protocol”. All resources dealt with
by DBpedia Japanese have the corresponding Wikipedia pages. As shown in Fig. 2, we
can search many resources including “Global Warming” (such as greenhouse gas,
carbon dioxide, etc.) when we put the query about the “Global Warming” into the
SPARQL endpoint [11] to get the information of relevant words.

– Procedure of the learning scenario automatic generation

Let us next explain the basic steps for the automatic generation of learning scenario
from SPARQL query.

1. An instructor is expected to select an initial topic and its related topics to be learned,
and to provide a topic set involving the related topics.

2. A SPARQL query with the initial topic is generated and sent to DBpedia Japanese.
The related keywords are then obtained from the LOD.
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3. The topics commonly included in the obtained keywords and the topic set are
extracted as the sub-topics.

4. The part-of link between the initial topic and each sub-topic is generated.

The SPARQL query with each sub-topic is continuously generated, and the process
from the second step to the fourth step is repeated. Then, a learning scenario is
automatically generated.

As shown in Fig. 3, for example, consider the case where the instructor selects
“Global Warming” as an initial topic. He/she also prepares “Greenhouse Effect Gas”,
“Kyoto Protocol”, “Carbon Dioxide”, etc. as related topics that the learners should
investigate about the “Global Warming”. These related topics will be included in an
automatic generated scenario. Then, a SPARQL query about “Global Warming” is
generated, and the Wikipedia resources linked from “Global Warming” are obtained as
the related keywords from the LOD by means of the property “wikiPageWikiLink”. If
there are common keywords included in the related topics and obtained keywords, they
are extracted as the sub-topics. In Fig. 3, “Greenhouse Effect Gas” and “Abnormal
Weather” are extracted as the sub-topics of “Global Warming”. In the same manner, the
next SPARQL queries including “Greenhouse Effect Gas” and “Abnormal Weather”
are generated and the related keywords are obtained from the LOD. As shown in
Fig. 3, the sub-topics for “Greenhouse Effect Gas” are detected as “Kyoto Protocol”

Fig. 2. Example of RDF description
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and “Carbon Dioxide”. Repeating these processes, we can obtain a topic tree structure
representing a learning scenario about “global warming”.

– Framework of the Micro-Web

Figure 4 shows a framework of the Micro-Web involving the automatic learning
scenario generation. In this framework, an instructor selects a topic and related topics
necessary for the automatic scenario generation. The learning scenario is generated
with the LOD provided by the DBpedia Japanese.

Fig. 3. Example of topic keywords acquisition every hierarchy

Fig. 4. Framework of the Micro-Web
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If the generated scenario structure does not satisfy the instructor, he/she could edit it
to re-generate the appropriate scenario. After the scenario is decided, the instructor
could integrate the Web resources, which are contributory to investigative learning with
all the topics included in the scenario.

3.3 Topic Keyword Extraction by SPARQL Query

Figure 5 shows an example of a query that queries the SPARQL endpoint of DBpedia.
The resource (subject) in this example is represented as “dbp:global warming”, and the
property (predicate) corresponds to “dbp-owl:wikiPageWikiLink”. The resource (ob-
ject) to be extracted is represented as “?thing1”, which is a variable in the query. The
results of the query are stored in this variable. The “prefix” in the query is used for
shortening the description of the URI. The names of the resources stored in “?thing1”
are shown in the property “rdfs:label”. The resources is also stored in the variable
“?thing2”.

Figure 6 shows an output of the query in Fig. 5, which includes the URLs obtained.
After the SPARQL query is inputted, the JSON format of the keyword data is extracted
as the output.

Figures 7 and 8 show examples of learning scenario generation. In Fig. 7, 16 topics
out of 20 related ones are extracted as the sub-topics from the initial topic “Global
Warming”. 12 topics of these 16 topics are also extracted at the first layer, and there are
only the 3 sub-topics that have the sub-topics at the second or third layers. The
remaining 4 related topics are not extracted in the scenario.

In Fig. 7, most related topics are extracted at the first layer because there are the
links between these topics and “Global Warming” in Wikipedia. In order to avoid such
topic decomposition, we need to update the learning scenario generation method. We
currently consider the update as follows. First, we will beforehand classify the related
topics into several groups. We will then refine the automatic scenario generation
method so that one keyword is extracted from each group at the same layer.

Fig. 5. An Example of SPARQL query
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In grouping the related topics about “Global Warming”, we introduce three
viewpoints which are “Cause”, “Effect”, and “Countermeasure”. Following these
viewpoints, we classified the related topics into three groups and simulate the automatic
scenario generation. Figure 8 shows the learning scenario to be generated. We do not
currently implement the updated method. In future, we need to refine the learning
scenario automatic generation method.

On the other hand, there is another approach to generating a structured scenario
with the categories used in Wikipedia, which classifies the Wikipedia articles by fields.

Fig. 6. Example of SPARQL query output (HTML Format)

Fig. 7. Example of learning scenario generation
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In this approach, the sub-topics to be investigated are selected from the categories.
Figure 9 shows an example of a query to the SPARQL endpoint. This asks what
category belongs to “global warming” indicated by “category-ja:” Fig. 10 shows the
result, which includes the categories belonging to “global warming”.

Figure 11 shows a learning scenario generated with the category names extracted
from the Wikipedia. In this example, the category name of “global warming” is given
as the initial topic. From the “global warming” category, the category names such as
“fossil fuel”, “greenhouse gas”, etc. are extracted. As we have confirmed, there are
currently some cases where important topics such as “Kyoto Protocol” in learning
“global warming” are missing in this method. In order to resolve such problems, it is
necessary to use the property “dbp-owl:wikiPageWikiLink” as discussed in Fig. 5.

Fig. 8. Example of learning scenario by grouping related topics

Fig. 9. Example of query to acquire the lower category
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4 iLSB-Tablet

In this work, we have developed interactive Learning Scenario Builder on iPad
(iLSB-tablet for short), which is a Web-based investigative learning support system
[12]. Figure 2 shows the user interface of iLSB-tablet.

This system follows the model of Web-based investigative learning as shown in
Fig. 1, and provides learners with the functions that are search engine, keyword
repository for storing keywords representing the contents learned about the topics, and
learning scenario builder. In addition, the system presents a list of attributes repre-
senting the relationships between topics, which functions as a scaffold for the learners
to pick the important topic keywords up from the Web pages or the keyword repository

Fig. 10. Example of category output results of SPARQL query

Fig. 11. Example of learning scenario by categorizing
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[12]. This allows them to decompose the topic into the sub-topics to generate the
meaningful scenario.

In the future, we will plan to develop a function for comparing the learning scenario
generated by the learners with the scenario automatically generated by the system.
Presenting the difference between the scenarios promotes the investigative learning
process. The comparison function could also provide some foundation for adaptation of
investigative learning on the Micro-Web (Fig. 12).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the Micro-Web and learning scenario generation with
LOD provided by DBpedia Japanese. As future work, we need to implement
iLSB-tablet with automatic scenario generation and with the comparison function for
adaptive investigative learning. We will also evaluate the proposed method in detail
and refine it base on the results.

Acknowledgment. This work is in part supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grand Number
26282047.

Fig. 12. User interface of iLSB-tablet
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